Teacher: Ms. Liz/Ms. Dinora

Infant Lesson Plan
Developmental
Domains

Fostering
Friendships

Emerging
Emotions

Language
Development

Sparking
Curiosity

Mara
Art projects:
 Penguin feet
 Igloo sensory

Tate
Art projects:
 Penguin feet
 Igloo sensory

Theme: Artic animals
Date: Dec.25-Jan.5

Lila
Art projects:
 Penguin feet
 Igloo sensory

The arts
Objective 33- exploring the
arts

The arts
Objective 33- exploring the arts

The arts
Objective 33-exploring the
arts

Book/group time“Snowballs”

Book/Group time“snowballs”

Book/Group time“snowballs”

Literacy
Objective 18.Comprehends and
responds to books and other
texts
A. Interacts during readalongs
andconversations
Tummy time chatPlace Mara on her tummy and
teacher lays on their tummy
facing Mara. Talk to Mara; look
for reactions when you say her
name.
Language
Objective 8. Listens to and
understands increasingly
complex language
B. Comprehends language
Igloo sensory bags- observe
how Mara reacts to sensory
bag

Literacy
Objective 18.Comprehends and
responds to books and other
texts
Interacts during readalongs and conversations

Literacy
Objective 18.comprehends and
responds to books and other
texts
Interacts during readalong books and conversations

Tummy time chatPlace Tate on his tummy and
teacher lays on their tummy
facing Tate. Talk to Tate; look
for reactions when you say his
name.
Language
Objective 9. uses language to
express thoughts and needs
A. Uses an expanding
expressive vocabulary
Igloo sensory bags- observe how
Tate reacts to sensory bag

Tummy time chatPlace Lila on her tummy and
teacher lays on their time
facing Lila. Talk to Lila; look
for reactions when you say her
name.
Language
Objective 9. Uses language to
express thoughts and needs
A. Uses an expanding
expressive vocabulary
Igloo sensory bags-observe
how Lila reacts to sensory bags
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Objective 11. Demonstrates
positive approaches to learning
a. attends and engages

Objective 11. Demonstrates
positive approaches to learning
a. attends and engages

Activities:
 Practice scooting from
one place to another
place.
 Practice sitting up and
reaching for toys
 Baby yoga

Physical
Objective 4- demonstrates
traveling skills

Activities
 Tummy time with Tate
(place toys in front of
Tate for him to reach
for them if he desires to
do so) practice rolling
from tummy to back.
 Practice sitting (sit Tate
in front of you with your
hands under his arms
using your support to
balance his body)
 Baby yoga
Physical
Objective 6-demonstrates gross
motor manipulative skills

Objective 5-demonstrates
balancing skills

Objective 5-demonstrates
balancing skills

Healthy
Beginnings

Objective 11. Demonstrates
positive approaches to learning
attends and engages
a. attends and engages
Activities
 Tummy time with Lilaworking on her core
muscles
 Baby yoga
 Practice sitting up with
assistance from an
adult

Physical
Objective 6- demonstrates
gross motor manipulative skills
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